This paper studies the impact of autocratic rule on social capital. Between 1660-1788, individuals in imperial China were persecuted if they were suspected of holding subversive attitudes towards the state. A difference-in-differences approach suggests that these persecutions led to a decline of 38% in social capital, as measured by the number of local charities, in each subsequent decade. Investigating the long-run effect of autocratic rule, we show that persecutions are associated with lower levels of trust, political engagement, and the under provision of local public goods. These results indicate a possible vicious cycle in which autocratic rule becomes self-reinforcing through a permanent decline in social capital.
I Introduction
Social capital refers to the ability of individuals to organize and cooperate on a voluntary basis. In Democracy in America, Alexis de Tocqueville (1835) argued that social capital was crucial for the success of democracy, an insight that has been developed by social scientists in recent years (Fukuyama, 1995; Putnam, 1994; Tabellini, 2008; Gorodnichenko and Roland, 2015; Padro-i-Miquel et al., 2015) . 1 Tocqueville further observed in The Old Regime and the Revolution (1856) that autocratic rule undermines social capital. 2 Subsequent writers have discussed how autocratic governments isolate and alienate individuals, leading to a decline in cooperation and trust (Orwell, 1948; Arendt, 1951) . This raises an important question: how do autocratic political institutions affect social capital and civil society?
The political economy literature has established that autocracies systematically differ from nonautocracies in both their policies and relationship with civil society. But the mechanisms responsible for these differences remain somewhat opaque and causality is often hard to establish. Imperial China provides a useful historical setting for answering this question. In particular, we exploit variation in exposure to autocratic rule within a long-standing autocracy, during a phase of the intensification of autocratic rule that followed the Manchu conquest of China .
The Manchu rulers relied on political persecutions-known as literary inquisitions-to suppress dissent and potential opposition. These persecutions targeted speech and thought crimes. They were indiscriminate and wide-ranging in scope (Wang, 2002) . Historians note that they represented an injection of "autocratic, unpredictable power" and created an atmosphere of oppression and distrust (Kuhn, 1990, p. 225) .
The persecutions enacted by the Manchus made visible and apparent the state's determination to root out potential dissent. They represented a visceral shock to individual's perception of the power of the state to crush any individuals, families or entire communities if it chose to do so. Narrative accounts suggest that fear of persecution led individuals to become more wary about congregating, conversing, and self-organizing. This "expansive cultural repression involved the entire population" and the "fear of persecution left a deep negative impact on cultural and intellectual life" (Wang, 2002, p. 647) . The effects of literary inquisitions were magnified because they often involved prominent members of local society. Due to their high visibility, the persecution of prominent members of local society could have 1 Recent research by Satyanath, Voigtländer, and Voth (2016) however, suggests, that this relationship may be more complex as social capital was also important for the rise of the Nazi dictatorship in Germany.
2 Tocqueville (1856 Tocqueville ( (1998 ) argued that autocratic rule prior to the French Revolution made each Frenchman indifferent to his neighbors' conditions and undermined the autonomy of the provinces and cities for the benefit of the capital. It weakened the provincial nobility and made them increasingly dependent on the crown. Arendt (1951, p. 475) observed that "Totalitarian government, like all tyrannies, certainly could not exist without destroying, by isolating men, their political capacities". a chilling effect on many individuals beyond those punished. The early nineteenth century poet, Gong Zizhen, noted that intellectuals no longer form societies and attend public gatherings in fear of literacy inquisition. He regretfully observed that when intellectuals in his time wrote books, they only did so for a living rather than because they were interested in developing and spreading new ideas (Gong, 1991) .
In sum, the narrative and qualitative evidence suggest that literary inquisitions generated apathy and led to individuals withdrawing from society and becoming reclusive. But these claims have not been systematically investigated. Using a difference-in-differences approach that exploits spatial and temporal variation in exposure to political persecutions, we are the first to provide evidence that literary inquisitions affected the behavior of individuals. Employing a novel dataset of well known individuals in imperial China, we find that once there was a persecution, 33% fewer individuals became prominent in that prefecture compared to prefectures that never had a persecution or prefectures that had not yet experienced a persecution. One likely cause is that individuals were deterred from taking actions that would led them to being classified as famous or notable.
After an initial examination of the impact of literary inquisitions, our analysis turn to its impact on social capital. Following Putnam (1994) and Guiso, Sapienza, and Zingales (2011) , we define social capital as those beliefs, attitudes, norms and perceptions that support cooperation and participation. We use the number of local charities as a proxy for social capital. China had a rich tradition of voluntary organizations that historians alternatively call benevolent associations, voluntary societies, or charity halls (Tsu, 1912; Smith, 1987; Rankin, 1990; Wong, 2000) . These were small-scale, nonpartisan, local institutions that aided widows, looked after orphans, ran soup kitchens, and helped the poor. We refer to them as "local charities" in this paper. 3 In reference to the importance of these charities to local social and communal life and to the role played by intellectuals and gentry in forming them, historians note that this philanthropic activity reflected a "clearly articulated the concept of a 'public' or 'communal' sphere, as opposed to a 'state' or 'private' sphere, as both the agent and the beneficiary of philanthropic activism" (Rowe, 2009, p. 119) . 4 Examining the change in the number of local charities following a persecution, we find that an episode of political repression brought about a rapid, and likely permanent, decline in the number of charities. After the first persecution, the number of local charities in a prefecture fell by an average of 38%, compared to prefectures that never had a persecution, or prefectures that had not yet experienced a persecution. We interpret this as reflecting changes in the attitudes of individuals to organizing and investing effort and resources in helping their neighbors in an environment of greater mistrust. Our results are also consistent with the interpretation that individuals withdrew from the provision of charity for similar reasons for which the number of well known individuals declined: they felt that no activities were entirely safe as even those who were both obedient and scrupulous risked persecution. Employing a dynamic specification, we find that the number of charities in treated prefectures kept falling for the first two decades, relative to untreated prefectures and stayed at a lower level thereafter. The fact that the number of local charities was unable to recover long after the persecutions were carried out is consistent with our hypothesis that the literary inquisitions permanently changed beliefs and attitudes that are supportive of cooperation and participation.
Our identification strategy exploits variation in the timing of a persecution within a prefecture and takes advantage of idiosyncrasies in the process that generated inquisitions cases. Similar cases could have very different outcomes. Although cases could occur locally, decisions were made by the bureaucracy. Inside the bureaucracy, it is possible for those cases to be dropped at any time by the magistrate or by the provincial governor or due to reprieves issued by the emperor. The sheer scale of Qing China and the institutional complexity of the Chinese bureaucracy introduced uncertainty and subjectivity into the process. Importantly, officials within the bureaucracy were routinely rotated so that they could not maintain local ties and affiliations. While at every level of the bureaucracy, there was room for discretion, the only individual with complete discretion was the emperor who was the final arbitrator of all inquisition cases (Huang, 1974, p. 208) . Moreover, the emperor was often inconsistent in adhering to his own standards for ascertaining guilt or innocence (see Gu, 2003) . Literary inquisitions thus represented "the institutionalization of Imperial subjectivity" (Wakeman, 1998, p. 168) .
For these reasons the incidence of persecutions was highly unlikely to be predominantly driven by local characteristics. As additional evidence, we show that persecutions were not correlated with time-varying shocks such as conflicts or natural disasters, which distinguishes literary inquisitions in Qing China from the decentralized persecutions of Jews, heretics, and witches in premodern Europe or sub-Saharan Africa. 5 To provide further assurance, we control for factors that might have affected the likelihood of an inquisition taking place, such as differences in the level of resistance to the Qing state, intellectual traditions favoring greater public engagement in decision-making, and the alternative means that the Qing empire had at its disposal to control its subjects.
Results from the historical panel indicate that literary inquisitions reduced the number of notable figures and local charities and that the latter effect did not go away even in the long run. The historical panel alone is not sufficient for us to identify what is responsible for the long-lasting impacts that we observe. By extending our analysis to the modern period, we are able to observe attitudes and beliefs related to cooperation and participation in survey data, as well as to examine the impact of literary inquisition under different political and economic institutions. This allows us to provide additional evidence that low social capital is a key factor underlying the persistent effects of political repression.
First we show that individuals in prefectures affected by the literary inquisition still report lower levels of generalized trust in the 21st century, controlling for factors that are known to affect trust such as per capita income, urbanization, ethnic fractionalization, and education.
Second, we make use of the institutional transformations that China undertook in the 20th century. In Qing and early Republican China, in the absence of state provision of schooling, primary schools were locally provided. At a local level, formal institutions were often nonexistent. Basic education was thus a key local public good that relied on cooperation between community members. We find that for individuals born in the early 20th century, they were 4 percentage points less likely to be literate in prefectures that experienced persecutions. These results are not driven by differential survivor rates between the literate and illiterate, or selective migration to Taiwan in the wake of the Communist takeover, and do not change when we control for the number of deaths during the Cultural Revolution. Employing two instrumental variables-distance to the pre-1644 Manchu capital and distance to Qing army bases-we find comparable effects of inquisitions on basic education.
The effects of literary inquisitions on basic education were strongest where and when institutions were more decentralized. During the period of analysis, schools in rural China were more localized and reliant on the voluntary efforts of community members; they were less affected by policies of both Republican or Communist governments. Indeed, we find that the effect of inquisitions on literacy is concentrated among rural individuals. Looking across different cohorts, we find that the negative effects of persecution are evident for all cohorts who reached schooling age before the Republican government began to centralize education. Centralization of the school system in the 1930s, temporarily shut down the channel linking social capital to local educational outcomes. During this period, and during the first few decades of Communist rule, we find no effect of inquisitions on basic education. But this effect is again apparent for the cohorts educated during the Cultural Revolution, when educational institutions became more dependent on local initiative and centralized educational institutions were disrupted.
More speculatively, modern survey data also suggests that individuals in affected prefectures are also less likely to engage in public affairs despite having more progressive political attitudes. Political repression created a culture of political apathy and disengagement. Our findings point to a potential, and hitherto understudied, vicious cycle: autocratic rule impoverishes the public sphere and discourage individuals from political engagement. It produces apathy and disengagement leaving a legacy of low social capital. This in turn has negative consequences for the possibility of democratic self-governance. Greater political apathy makes organizing collective action more challenging, leading to the further entrenchment of autocratic rule. Thus our study has implications for understanding China's civil society and institutions today. Alesina and Giuliano (2015) note that interest in social capital research was initiated by the positive effects of social capital on economic and political outcomes. 6 More recent research has turned to the historical determinants of social capital to establish causality. Nunn and Wantchekon (2011) study the negative effects of the slave trade on trust. Tabellini (2010) analyzes the impact of institutions on cultural traits such as trust and the degree of control individuals feel they have over their lives. Guiso, Sapienza, and Zingales (2016) find that cities in northern Italy with a history of political independence in the middle ages have higher levels of civic capital today. Karaja and Rubin (2017) conduct experiments and find a legacy of extractive institutions in lands occupied by the Russian and Ottoman empires are less likely to trust outsiders.
The relationship between state institutions and social capital is not a one-way street. On the one hand, Guiso, Sapienza, and Zingales (2011) find that years of democracy since independence is positively correlated with trust. On the other hand, Acemoglu, Reed, and Robinson (2014) and Satyanath, Voigtländer, and Voth (2016) find that in the presence of political instability and extractive institutions, social capital can facilitate authoritarianism.
When we concentrate on the impact of the state on social capital, evidence is mixed. A body of research suggests that the presence of strong states can increase trust and help build a sense of common national purpose (Becker et al., 2016; Johnson, 2015) and that more bureaucratic states are associated with a legacy of greater social capital and public goods provision (Dell, Lane, and Querubin, 2017) . In contrast, a pioneering study, using field experiments together with a historical case study in the context of Kuba Kingdom, suggests that the establishment of a powerful state can undermine trust and pro-social values (Lowes, Nunn, Robinson, and Weigel, 2017) .
One way to reconcile these findings is to recognize that states provide a bundle of policies. On the one hand, the literature on state capacity suggests that there are tangible benefits from the formation of a stable and centralized state (Besley and Persson, 2011) . The centralized institutions of a state like Qing China may have been preferable to more patrimonial institutions: they guaranteed internal peace and provided a stable environment in which commerce and markets could flourish (Pomeranz, 2000; Shiue and Keller, 2007) . On the other hand, the process through which political order is created and maintained can be extremely costly and violent, particularly in autocratic states that lack political legitimacy as was the case in Qing China. Looking within Qing China, and focusing on the consequences of political repression, we are able to disentangle the effects of the repressive policies that the Qing state pursued from the general effects associated with the imposition of political order and the provision of the public good of security. Our findings indicate that these policies left a long-lasting legacy of disengagement, political, and social apathy.
In addition to offering key insights to the literature on social capital, our study makes a separate contribution to the literature on autocracy and democracy. For most of recorded history, autocracy has been the most prevalent form of government. Recent years have seen democratic reversals and the strengthening of autocratic rule across many parts of the world. These developments have renewed scholarly interest in autocracy. 7 In this context, using imperial China as a setting has several advantages in comparison to studying modern autocracies which are predominantly located in Africa or the 7 See Guriev and Sonin (2009), Svolik (2012) , Galor and Klemp (2017) , and Bentzen, Kaarsen, and Wingender (2017) .
Middle East, fairly recent in origin, and highly unstable. During the period we study, Qing China was unthreatened by either external enemies or internal rebellions. Empirically, this stability helps to identify the impact of persecutions on social capital for a study with a relatively small sample. 8 Furthermore, autocracies in different countries tend to be very different from each other (Besley and Kudamatsu, 2009 ) and, as a consequence, cross-country studies may be misleading. By focusing on variation in exposure to autocratic rule within the same political regime, and using only within-region and within-province variation, our analysis is not confounded by economic and social differences across countries or differences between autocracies.
In comparison to existing studies, we propose a vicious cycle whereby autocratic rule can be self-reinforcing. This sheds light on the phenomenon of "authoritarian resilience" in countries like China (Nathan, 2003) . We find that Qing-era cultural beliefs shaped by political repression reduce the possibility of democratic reform even though the institutions that initially shaped those beliefs are long gone. A legacy of autocratic rule has helped to produce a culture of political disengagement and apathy that in turn perpetuates autocracy.
Our setting differs in an important respect from that studied by Acemoglu, Hassan, and Robinson (2011) who examine the legacy of the Holocaust in Russia, or Waldinger (2010 who finds negative effects of the expulsion of predominantly Jewish scientists in Germany. It is also very different to the Cultural Revolution which saw tremendous political and social turmoil and large numbers of deaths (Walder, 2014; Bai, 2014) . 9 The historical shock we explore suggests that even in the absence of large-scale violence, autocratic rule can have powerful and long lasting negative effects on the moral fabric of society. Literary inquisitions in Qing China did not lead to large-scale expulsions or massacres, but involved a sustained policy of fear and intimidation over the course of more than a hundred years, representing a pure shock to the "collective conscience" of the intellectual class. These features of Qing China enable us to study the deep and long-lasting, but often difficult to discern, consequences of autocratic rule on society. Our historical panel data allow us to both identify the immediate effects of state persecutions and to characterize their negative effect on participation and community involvement over time. By combining our historical panel with data from the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, we provide evidence that this effect reflects the impact of persecutions on cultural beliefs. 10 8 China has been governed by an autocratic state for most of its history. And while there have been other episodes of persecution in Chinese history, particularly during the 20th century which have no doubt left a legacy on Chinese society, we focus on the Qing-era literary inquisitions to study the consequences of autocratic rule because the effects of these other episodes are more difficult to discern as these events typically took place in the midst of many other political and economic shocks. The major rebellions in the Qing period such as the Taiping Rebellion took place many decades later. We address further concerns about the potential endogeneity of the literary inquisitions in Appendix 1. 9 Giles, Park, and Wang (2015) use the the "send-down" movement that took place during the Cultural Revolution to estimate the returns to schooling. They find that the Cultural Revolution reduced high school and college completion rates. Li, Rosenzweig, and Zhang (2010) find that individuals who were "rusticated" or sent into the countryside did not in general experience worse life outcomes; in fact in some dimensions they did better than individuals who were not sent down.
10 Two other relevant papers are Lichter, Loeffler, and Siegloch (2015) and Vidal-Robert (2014) . Lichter, Loeffler, and Siegloch (2015) examine the impact of the Stasi during Communist rule on social capital. Employing data on the the total number of Stazi agents at the demise of East Germany, they study the effect of state surveillance. Vidal-Robert Finally, we shed new light on civil society and the prospects of democracy in modern China. Our study is related to Padro-i-Miquel, Qian, Xu, and Yao (2015) examine the relationship between social capital, the provision of local public goods, and the introduction of local elections in modern China. Measuring social capital using the presence of Buddhist temples, they find that social capital complements formal democratic institutions. We also provide new evidence on the historical factors that have shaped political attitudes in modern China, a topic related to recent work by Cantoni et al. (2017) on how the Chinese Communist Party has been able to manipulate political attitudes by changing the content of textbooks.
II Historical Setting & Conceptual Framework
China is a uniquely long-lasting autocracy. Though Chinese political institutions have always been autocratic, the period we study saw the intensification of imperial autocracy under the Qing dynasty. For most of its history China was ruled by native dynasties. According to the widely used measure of state antiquity developed by Bockstette, Chanda, and Putterman (2002) which accounts (among other factor) for whether a territory was ruled by foreigners or native rulers, China has a score of 0.92/1. The Qing dynasty, however, was founded by outsiders-Manchus who conquered China following the collapse of the Ming dynasty in 1644. 11 After a period of upheaval spent subduing Ming loyalists, the Kangxi emperor (r. 1661-1722), the Yongzheng emperor (r. 1722-1735), and the Qianlong emperor (r. 1735-1796) succeeded in building a stable and long-lasting imperial dynasty. This period is viewed by economic historians as one of economic and demographic expansion; taxes were low and there were no major rebellions. 12 As a conquest regime, however, the Qing ruler lacked political legitimacy. 13 As one historian observes '[a]ll conquest regimes [are], by their nature, military impositions upon the nation (Kuhn, 1990, p. 53) . This was exacerbated by the fact that the Manchus were a very small minority (at most 0.4% of the Han Chinese population). The Qing rulers thus resembled modern dictatorships based on a small ethnic minority, such as the Alawites in Syria or the Sunni Muslims in Ba'athist Iraq, in their sensitivity to possible opposition from the Han majority. 14 Unlike states in Europe or the Middle East that could rely on religious legitimation (see Rubin, 2017) , the Qing state sought legitimation in existing Han Chinese culture. Han culture was highly ethnocentric. This created a problem for the Qing emperors who sought to patronize traditional Confucian values and scholarship, but also feared (2014) studies the long-run impact of the Spanish Inquisition in premodern Spain. He finds that the Spanish Inquisition reduced population growth in early modern Spain, though this effect disappeared after 1860. In contrast to our study, he finds only mixed evidence that the Inquisition has left a lasting impact on the Spanish mind.
11 Manchu was the name given to the state formed by Nurgaci, who declared war on China, and unified a variety of peoples who lived in the region north-east of China, notably many individuals who had previously identified as Jurchen (Crossley, 1990; Elliott, 2001) .
12 See Naquin and Rawski (1987) , Wong (1997) , Pomeranz (2000) , and Brandt, Ma, and Rawski (2014) . 13 Political legitimacy is the "common knowledge probability that each member of a society holds that others will obey" the political authority (Greif and Rubin, 2015, p. 5) .
14 Research suggests that political conflicts are particularly intense when the losing ethnicity resents the fact that the victors have captured control of the state while the minority ruling group fear this resentment (Fearon and Laitin, 2003; Esteban and Ray, 2011; Esteban and Ray, 2011). being seen as outsiders and hence showed zero tolerance to anyone who appeared to challenge the "naturalness" of Qing rule. In the words of Fairbank and Goldman (1992, p. 159) : "Truly the price of alien despotism was external vigilance".
The intensification of state power in the Qing period is evident in "a secular change in the legal posture toward literary crimes" which distinguishes it from early periods in Chinese history (Crossley, 1999, p. 298) . From 1652, individuals were prohibited from meeting to discuss ideas and a policy of severe censorship was implemented banning individuals from owning suspect literature, a category which even included "frivolous" fiction. 15 Private academies, which in the late Ming period had become places where intellectuals could engage in policy discussions and debate, were shut down (see Dardess, 2002) and the imperial academies were purged on the grounds that they were suspected of encouraging factionalism (see Chen and Jiang, 1725; Huang, 1974; Guy, 1987; Wakeman, 1998) . 16 Perhaps the most important of these policies were the investigations into individuals suspected of harboring subversive attitudes towards the Qing regime known as literary inquisitions.
A Literary Inquisitions
Literary inquisitions are defined as "legal punishment for criminal acts committed through speech and written words expressed in various forms, including conversations, letters, essays, poems, pamphlets, books, drams, novels, and diaries" (Fu, 1994, p. 131) . The Qing-era literary inquisitions "reached a level of perfection" that was not present previously (Fu, 1994, p. 138) . 17 These investigations were highly centralized-all cases were reviewed by the emperor-and highly arbitrary: no offense had to be specified in advance for an investigation to occur and "[t]he range of accusations that could led to a literary inquisition was virtually unlimited" (Wang, 2002, p. 634) . 18 An accusation could be based on something an individual was alleged to have written or to have said, on the possession of banned literature, or on the basis of personal connections to suspected individuals. An inquisition case could arise because an individuals inadvertently made a favorable comment on previous dynasties, incorrectly interpreted a canonic Confucian text, used a character which for some reason offended the emperor, or used language that the emperor disapproved of, or for a host of other reasons. In addition to expressions or phrases that were interpreted as treasonous, "[r]ash fortune-telling and discussion of military strategy could be offenses, as could poetic works with "excessive anger" or "excessive hate," or even expressions of "sorrow" regarding specific episodes in history . . . " (Wang, 2002, p. 628) . "Most of the cases had nothing to do with anti-Manchu ideology or treason". But despite the triviality of the some of the cases, "the punishments could be shockingly 15 Eventually three of the four classic works of Chinese literature were prohibited. Historians speculate that some of the later chapters of The Dream of the Red Chamber were destroyed by their author Cao Xuequin due to fear of being persecuted. 16 Intellectuals and writers were received patronage and could find employment compiling dictionaries and writing official histories. As one historian notes: 'Patronage of scholarship and expiation of dissent always went always hand in hand' (Grieder, 1981, p. 49) . 17 We study the Qing-era persecutions because, while there had been "literary" persecutions in prior dynasties, they were sporadic events in comparison. 18 We explicitly compare the Qing literary inquisitions to earlier persecutions in Appendix 2.
harsh" (Wang, 2002, p. 612) . 19 We outline a simple signaling model in Appendix B to provide an conceptual framework to understand how persecutions were used by the Qing emperors. In this model, rulers use persecution in order to demonstrate their "strength" i.e. their capacity to investigate and eradicate all potential dissent and opposition. In our framework, the population are not informed about the strength of a ruler. Stronger rulers find it less costly to conduct persecutions than do weak rulers. Persecutions can thus be used to signal strength and deter potential opponents. Our model generates the following predictions: strong rulers from dynasties that lack legitimacy will be most likely to employ political persecutions to signal their strength and ability to root out opposition. As their purpose is to demonstrate the capacity of the ruler to destroy potential opposition, persecutions in fact occur in the absence of overt opposition. In contrast, weak rulers from dynasties lacking legitimacy will not be able to signal strength by undertaking political persecutions, while rulers from more legitimate dynasties will be less likely to use persecutions as a tool of governance because they have less fear of being overthrown.
This framework rationalizes several characteristics of the Qing literary inquisitions. First, there was no open opposition to the emperor. In the absence of open opposition, persecutions were intended to overawe and intimidate society at large (i.e to "send a signal"). They were not directed at known critics of the regime (as there were none) nor at specific regions or provinces. As such persecutions could not be anticipated and had a substantial random component. Second, persecutions were fundamentally different to the persecution of specific religious minorities in Europe as scapegoats for economic downturns or disasters. Third, the number of individuals tried and punished during these literary inquisitions was fairly small relative to the size of the population. Fourth, the trials and executions themselves were prominent and highly publicized: indeed "[p]ublic executions of literary culprits were so visible and publicized that most people felt one must be very careful while making open oral and written expressions" (Fu, 1994, p. 133) .
The character of these persecutions is illustrated by the case of Wang Xihou. A dictionary maker, Wang was accused by a neighbor on the basis of the content of his writings. He was a minor figure in local society who posed no threat to the emperor. Nevertheless, although the provincial governor did not find anything overtly treasonous in Wang's dictionary, when he passed the case to the Qianlong emperor, the emperor decided that Wang should be punished on the grounds that the dictionary did not show sufficient deference to the dictionary commissioned by the Qianlong emperor's grandfather (Reischauer and Fairbank, 1958, p. 382 ). Wang Xihou sentenced to nine familial exterminations, the most severe punishment available. He was executed, as were all his sons, and 21 other members of his family were enslaved. 20
This case highlights several important features of the Qing literary inquisitions. First, the guilt of Wang was determined by the emperor alone and the criteria employed were idiosyncratic and impossible to anticipate. Imperial paranoia determined the fate of individuals involved in literary inquisition cases. The guilt of those accused of "word crime" was "in the eye of the beholder who wield[ed] political power" i.e. the emperor (Fu, 1994, p. 134) . Second, the Qing emperors understood the importance of deterrence: in the majority of cases individuals were executed in public, often through Lingchi (slow slicing). 21 Third, punishment was collective. As in the Wang case, it was standard for close adult male relatives to be executed with the victim whereas female relatives and children would be enslaved.
B Data and Sample Construction
Data on the persecution of individuals is from Qing chao wen zi yu an (Qing literary inquisition cases) (Guo and Lin, 1990) . These data have been collected and compiled by historians from the imperial archives. A total of 88 cases are included in Qing chao wen zi yu an, dating from 1661 to 1788. This is the universe of official literary inquisition cases. 22 Qing China was the largest and most populous state in the world at the time: within the Qing empire, China proper was divided into 18 provinces and 275 prefectures during the Qing period. We focus on the deterrence and intimidation effects of persecutions within a prefecture. Figure 1 depicts the prefectural boundaries of Qing China and displays the prefectures associated with victims of literary inquisitions per quarter century. 23 We examine the effect of a literary inquisition on the prefecture of the persecuted individual. Confucian culture and the agnatic linage system meant that families, clans and their sense of cultural identity were firmly located in their hometown. Although it was quite common for literate individuals (particularly those who graduated from the examination system) to be employed in another province or prefecture, they always returned to their home prefectures which remained the basis of their family and clan.
The data we employ comprises all official literary inquisition cases conducted by the imperial government. It is possible, though unlikely, that there were other locally directed persecutions, which were organized by local magistrates and not reported to the emperor. In the event that persecutions 21 Lingchi can be translated as death by a thousand cuts. Inquisition cases were prominent and widely publicized. Guy observes that "the emperor was using the Wang case to make a statement to the literary community about his determination to preserve his dynasty's reputation. The singling out of one offender, repugnant though it may seem today, was not an uncommon means of communicating, in the 18th century to a large and diffuse community uncertain of Imperial directions" (Guy, 1987, p. 176) . We detail other punishments used in inquisition cases in Appendix 3.
22 This is the most extensive source of information for inquisition cases. It is a collection of inquisition cases taken from archival material and it contains the universe of cases that historians agree to be genuine literary inquisition cases. We also consult Qing chao wen zi yu dang (Archives of Museum of Forbidden City, 1934). As we detail in Appendix 3, we also employ a more expansive but less precise list of inquisition cases which includes 180 cases in Table ? ?. The results we obtain are inline with our main estimates but subject to more measurement error as they include, for instance, political purges associated with the Ming-Qing transition.
23 There were three levels of administration in Imperial China: the province, the prefecture and the county. There were roughly five or six counties per prefecture and seven to thirteen prefectures per province. The prefecture level is the lowest level of aggregation at which we expect to find a measurable effect of a literary inquisition. Summary statistics for all data used in our analysis are provided in Appendix 1.
were carried out at a local level, this would be a source of downwards bias as we would find charities declining in the absence of a centrally directed persecution. 24 To first verify that literary inquisitions had the impact on society that historians have suggested, we examine the impact of persecutions on prominent local individuals. We use Jiang (2005) , a compendium of notable figures in Chinese history. This source is encyclopedic and includes a total of 21,141 individuals who were mentioned in local records for a host of reasons including their scholarly achievement (such as essay writing or writing an autobiography), for work as officials, or other actions that made them well-known. We extract information for all individuals born between 1640 and 1819 who came from prefectures in our matched sample. The resulting dataset comprises 3,509 individuals. While potential sampling issues might make this data problematic in a cross-section, our panel setting allows us to exploit variation over time within a prefecture. 25 Historians have suggested that literary inquisitions negatively affected intellectual life, but they have not explored the broader effects that these persecutions may have had on social activity more generally and have not considered their impact on social capital, nor have they attempted to quantify their impact. Our measure of social capital, the number of local charities, is from Liang (2001) . This source is regarded as the definite compilation of local charities in Qing China and, to the best of our knowledge, we are the first to use it in economics. Social capital refers to the set of values and beliefs that help cooperation (Guiso, Sapienza, and Zingales, 2011) . Social capital, thus defined is civic capital and thus well captured by our data on local charities as these organizations provided charitable relief including famine relief, help for the indigent, support of orphans and required cooperation among local individuals. Historians have documented that, while traditionally these services were provided within the clan (Greif and Tabellini, 2012) , by the Qing period these voluntary associations had expanded to provide relief to those outside of the clan; they were seen to represent a contribution to the community (Rowe, 2009 ). 26
C Identification Strategy
Our empirical strategy identifies the effects of persecutions on social capital using a differencein-differences strategy that exploits variation in the timing of a persecution within a prefecture. We consider a prefecture "treated" when it is exposed to a persecution where exposure is defined as the first persecution of an individual from the prefecture in question. Because our treatment occurs in different time periods, the control group comprises all of those prefectures that have not yet had a literary inquisition case.
To identify the effects of literary inquisitions, we rely on the fact that there was substantial variation in the timing of persecutions-due to the idiosyncrasies of the process determining the incidence of inquisition cases. Specifically, identification relies on the timing of the treatment being exogenous to the number of notable scholars and formation of local charities in a prefecture. The identifying assumption is that, in the absence of treatment, the average change in the number of notable scholars and/or local charities would have been the same for both the treatment and control groups.
If information about persecutions had spread perfectly freely, we would not expect to be able to distinguish a local reaction to an inquisition case. Of course, this was not the case in the premodern world. In the absence of newspapers or other forms of media meant that information spread slowly and within a limited geographical range. Thus we can expect there to have been a substantial local component to knowledge of an inquisition case.
One possible channel for dissemination was the imperial examination system. As large numbers of individuals came together every two years to sit for the local level exams, this was a setting where information could be disseminated rapidly. Information was less likely to spread beyond prefectural level borders. One reason for this was that fewer individuals graduated to the provincial or metropolitan level exams (Elman, 1991; Chen, Kai-sing Kung, and Ma, 2016) . Another reason was that the Chinese political system was highly centralized and, typical of the hub and spoke system of imperial rule, connections were much closer between each prefecture and the capital than between two prefectures. 27 Our choice of controls is motivated by the fact that the number of local charities could have been affected by a number of factors. On the demand side, more natural disasters such as floods might raise the need for charity to support indigent individuals. On the supply side, local charities relied on the voluntary contributions of local community members and this depended on the social capital within the community. To better ensure that we are capturing a decline in social capital, we control for (i) shocks such as natural disasters that could reduce the supply and/or increase the demand for charity; secular changes in the level of social capital over time; and (ii) policy interventions that could have directly affected the provision of charity.
In general, the cases we study often arose for reasons that had to do with idiosyncratic actions of individuals but were unrelated to the characteristics of prefecture. Literacy was, however, a precondition for many types of offenses for which individuals were accused in inquisition cases. For this reason, there may be a mechanical relationship between the proportion of literate individuals and inquisition cases. Hence "treated" prefectures-prefectures that faced a literary inquisition-could differ systematically from untreated prefectures in terms of characteristics such as population, prior stock of human capital, or economic development which could led to possible violations of the parallel trends assumption. To address this, we use a propensity score matching approach to construct a more comparable control group for those prefectures that experienced an inquisition (see Dehejia and Wahba, 2002) . 28 In our matching analysis the covariates we include are the number of Ming examination graduates, population in 1600, agricultural suitability, and socioeconomic macroregion. As literacy rates for premodern China are unavailable at the prefectural level, we include the number of Ming examination graduates (specifically graduates of the metropolitan exam or jinshi ) as a measure of the level of intellectual stock in a prefecture (see Jiang and Kung, 2015) . Because the number of Ming jinshi also reflects the prominence of the gentry, prefectures with more Ming jinshi could also have experienced differential levels and trends in the provision of local public goods.
Second, to control for underlying differences in economic potential between prefectures, we include estimates of population in 1600 and agricultural suitability. Third, to capture deep-rooted regional differences, we distinguish prefectures according to the socioeconomic macroregions they belong to, using an influential categorization developed by Skinner, Henderson, and Berman (2013) . These socioeconomic macroregions were large economic areas with their own internal market systems and urban networks. 29 Prior to matching our sample is unbalanced in terms of economic fundamentals (Table A.4a ). After matching we obtain a balanced sample (Table A. 4c ). This sample is also balanced in terms of pretreatment characteristics including the initial number of charities and notable scholars (Table A .5) thereby satisfying the conditions for difference-in-differences analysis. 30 It is important to note that we are interested in identifying the effects of political repression on the mentalities of individuals, their communities, and civil society. Though political repression could also affect the provision of local charities by decapitating local elites, this affect is likely to be small as the actual numbers of individuals killed in the literary inquisitions case was not large. It was the effect of persecutions on local mentalities, culture mores, social norms that had the potential to affect a much wider proportion of society and which is the subject of our study.
III The Impact of Persecutions on Social Capital in Imperial China

A Initial Examination of the Impact of Literary Inquisitions: The Effect on Notable Figures
First, we establish that persecutions indeed had a negative effect on the number of well-known individuals in an affected prefectures. We estimate following equation:
where subscript p represents a prefecture and d a decade. The treatment Literary Inquisition p,d is an indicator variable that becomes equal to one in the decade d following an inquisition in a prefecture p. Prefecture fixed effects, Ω p , absorb time-invariant prefecture-specific characteristics. Decade fixed effects, Λ d , flexibly capture common time trends across prefectures. We include interactions between decade fixed effects and a range of time-invariant controls (X p ) to control for differential economic and political trends across regions. To examine the effects of an inquisition, we look at different age cohorts. This is because we expect fear of persecution to have influenced individuals if they were at an malleable age at the time of an inquisition. In contrast, political repression was much less likely to affect the probability of an established scholar, for example, being recorded in our dataset as they were likely to have already produced their main work by the time of an inquisition. All specifications include decade and prefecture fixed effects and we interact decade fixed effects with Skinner's socioeconomic macroregion fixed effects, latitude and longitude, the number of Jing examination candidates (jinshi) during the Ming dynasty, the log of the population of a prefecture in 1600, and Distance to Beijing. We find a large and significant negative effect of an inquisition on the cohort of individuals aged between 20-30 during the decade of an inquisition. It suggests that a literary inquisition resulted in a 30% (−0.524 ÷ 1.721) decline in the 29 The socioeconomic macroregions identified by Skinner, Henderson, and Berman (2013) are based on Skinner (1977) . This data is used in Xue (2016) . Details on all our variables are provided in Appendix 6. 30 In Appendix 2 we show that our results hold when we match prefectures on a wider range of covariates. We also report results using Coarsened Exact Matching (CEM), which provides a less model dependent approach.
number of notable figures in every subsequent decade. For our cohorts the sign is negative but smaller and imprecisely estimated.
Prominent individuals could be persecuted in an inquisition case: 10 out of 88 inquisition case involved someone in our dataset of notable figures. So the finding that persecutions led to a decline in notable figures is highly plausible. This seems to represented the general deterrence effects associated with political persecution. 31 Contemporary accounts suggest that fear of persecution caused some members of the gentry to retreat into their private worlds (Liu, Wang, and Wang, 2005) . Wu Wei-Yeh, for instance, wrote that "each time a case of literary persecution erupted in the southeastern part of the realm, I apprehensively awaited the arrival of prosecutors indicting me for works of poetry or history I have written" (quoted in Wang, 2002, p. 611) .
Our results suggest that such fear was indeed a general phenomenon. Intellectuals had to take drastic measures to reduce the risk of persecution, inhibiting their ability to produce important works. Alternatively, authors simply did not publish or even write works that they would otherwise have written and published due to the fear of persecution. A climate of intimidation produced individuals who censored themselves and thus created a culture of self-containment and withdrawal from society and from politics (Wang, 2014) .
B The Impact of Literary Inquisitions on local charities
We have shown that the fear inspired by literary inquisitions caused individuals to withdraw from society. Next we consider how this manifest itself in the provision of social capital as measured by local charities. We hypothesize that persecutions created a climate of fear and intimation. This reduced the incentives individuals had to standout by contributing to local institutions and public goods. To examine this we estimate the following equation:
where subscript p represents a prefecture; and d a decade. The treatment Literary Inquisition p,d is an indicator variable that becomes equal to one in the decade d following an inquisition in prefecture p. Ω p is a vector of prefecture fixed effects. Λ d is a vector of decade fixed effects. 32 The magnitude of the effect is substantial. According to the estimate in Table 2 , column (1), once there is a persecution the number of local charities falls by about 27% (−0.75 ÷ 2.679) relative to the sample mean. To control for differential trends between treated and untreated prefectures, we interact decade fixed effects with our baseline controls: the number of Ming-era examination graduates (jinshi), Skinner's socioeconomic macroregions and latitude and longitude. Our preferred specification (column 3) suggests that a literary inquisition reduced the number of local charities by 38% (−1.024 ÷ 2.679) of the sample mean. Henceforth we refer to this as our baseline specification. To address concerns about the appropriate way to estimate standard errors, in column (4) we cluster our standard errors We expect the effect to be largest on individuals who were coming of age during the decade of an inquisition (column 2). Columns 3-5 confirm that the effect was much smaller and less precise for individuals who were already mature during the decade in which there was an inquisition. All specifications include prefecture fixed effects and decade fixed effects as well as interactions between socioeconomic macroregion , interacts latitude and longitude, the number of Ming-era jinshi, the log of 1600 population,, distance to Beijing, and decade fixed effects. In the other specifications robust standard errors are clustered at the prefectural level and are reported in parentheses. * p < 0.10, * * p < 0.05, * * * p < 0.01.
by both prefecture and decade (Cameron and Miller, 2015) . Our robustness checks below, include a richer set of controls which will allow us to take into account possible differences in initial conditions and trend confounders.
C Conflict, Academies, and Opposition to Qing Rule
The qualitative evidence we have presented suggests that the impetus for an inquisition was highly idiosyncratic. Historians find no evidence that persecutions specifically targeted particular regions or prefectures. Moreover, we match on factors such as the number of examination candidates which might affect the likelihood of an individual being persecuted. Nevertheless, there may have been underlying factors affecting (i) the attitude of individuals to Qing rule and hence their probability to resist the Qing; or (ii) the personal attitude or inclination of the emperor to a particular region, conditional on the probability of opposition. In this section we address these concerns.
First, we consider the conflicts that accompanied the Ming-Qing transition. Numerous conflicts accompanied the Qing takeover. Individuals from areas which resisted the Qing more may have been suspected more. Table 3 , column (1) shows that the coefficient on literary inquisitions is unaffected when we interact the number of the conflicts between 1644 and 1690 with decade fixed effects. (1) presents our results controlling only for the interaction between decade fixed effects and our measure of initial population density: log population density in 1600. Column (2) controls for the interaction between the number of Mingera jinshi and Skinner's socioeconomic macroregion fixed effects and decade fixed effects. Column (3) is our baseline specification. It includes interactions with latitude and longitude. In Column (4) we cluster our standard errors by both prefecture and decade. In the other specifications robust standard errors are clustered at the prefectural level and are reported in parentheses. * p < 0.10, * * p < 0.05, * * * p < 0.01 .
Next, we consider the role of independent academies. In the late Ming period academies played a crucial role in shaping intellectual discourse (Wakeman, 1998; Dardess, 2002; Elman, 2002) . Historians view them as potential vehicles for the rise of a nascent public sphere in China Rankin (1990) and Wakeman (1998) . 33 Academies in the late Ming period encouraged gentry and intellectuals to take an active role in society (Peterson, 2002, p. 479) . As academies magnified the impact that intellectuals could have, individuals in prefectures with Ming-era academies might have had different political preferences and attitudes to Qing rule. Our results remain unchanged when we include an interaction term between the number of Ming-era academies and decade fixed effects (Table 3 , column (2)).
As the Qing faced considerable resistance in taking over parts of China, one factor that could influence the decision to persecute might be a legacy of support for the old Ming dynasty. To address this, we use data on "Ming Martyrs"-individuals who decided to sacrifice themselves for the Ming cause during the Qing conquest (Wakeman, 1985a; Wakeman, 1985b) . As Koon-piu (1994) discusses, while it was claimed that it was the "universal duty" for officials and others to die in defense of the Ming dynasty, only a relatively small number of individuals did indeed sacrifice themselves. This 33 Historians describe these late Ming private academies as "centers for classical discourse on the one hand and dissent and political protest on the other" and describe one such academy, the Tung-lin Academy as "probably the largest and most sophisticated political organization[s] in the history of traditional China" (see Elman, 2002, p. 397) . See Appendix 7 (3) includes an interaction with the number of individuals who died for the Ming cause (Ming Martyrs). Column (4) includes an interaction with distance to the nearest army base. In column (5) we include an interaction term with distance to the capital, Beijing. In all specifications robust standard errors are clustered at the prefectural level and are reported in parentheses. * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01.
variable therefore captures the strength of residual loyalty to the old dynasty and potential antagonism to the Qing state. We find that such residual hostility to Qing was not related to the impact of literary inquisitions on social capital (Table 3 , column 3).
Next we consider factors that could enable the Qing state to suppress dissent without relying on direct repression. The Qing employed a range of methods to ensure peace and political stability and these could have negatively impacted social capital. To address this, we employ the geodesic distance to the nearest army base as a proxy for the ability of the state to suppress potential disloyalty and to intimidate the local population (column 4). In column (5) we include the geodesic distance to the capital Beijing as a measure of the political control of the Qing state. In both cases, the inclusion of these controls does not affect our estimate of the effect of persecutions on the number of local charities in a prefecture. Taken together these results are inline with our historical discussion: literary inquisitions were conditionally exogenous. 34
D Potential Threats to Identification
We now provide additional evidence that our results are robust to a possible concerns about (i) different levels in initial social capital; (ii) differential economic trends; (iii) local shocks affecting either the probability of persecution or level of social capital; and (iv) spatial contagion or spillovers.
Different Levels of Initial Social Capital Different regions of China may have differed in their ability to support voluntary associations such as charities. Indeed historians detect subtle regional differences in the character of voluntary associations (Smith, 1987) . Such broad regional differences are captured by our fixed effects. Nevertheless, there may be concern that different parts of China were experiencing differential trends in the development of such local charities. To address this, in Table 4 , panel (a), we muster as much information as possible on initial social capital. The results we report suggest that the parallel trend assumption is satisfied and that our results not driven by differences in initial social capital.
Controlling for the initial number of local charities (column 1) does not effect the magnitude or precision of our estimates of the impact of persecutions on the number of local charities. Padro-i-Miquel et al. (2015) show that Buddhist temples reflect social capital in modern China. Controlling for the number of this measure of social capital, does not affect our estimates (column 2). Similarly, our results are robust when we include data on the funding agencies that helped to pay for the travel expenses of examination candidates, another proxy for initial levels of social capital (column 3). Finally, as ethnolinguistic fractionalization tends to be negatively correlated with social capital (Alesina and Ferrara, 2000; Alesina and Ferrara, 2002) , we employ this as a proxy for latent levels of social capital. Using the ethno-linguistic fragmentation index introduced by Bai and Jia (2016), our results are unchanged (column 4). 35 Local Economic Conditions Differences in local economic conditions should not affect our estimates as there are differenced out by our DID strategy, but there might be some remaining concern that certain regions were on different economic paths. In Table 6 , panel (b) we interact local economic factors with time dummies.
First, we consider urbanization. Satyanath, Voigtländer, and Voth (2016) find that urbanization predicts association density in Weimar Germany. Guiso, Sapienza, and Zingales (2016) find that the independent cities of northern Italy in the middle ages were characterized by high levels of social capital. We interact various estimates of total urban population from 1393-the only available year for which estimates of the urban population exist-with decade fixed effects to control for this possible driver of social capital (columns 2-4).
Second, to address the concern that the number of local charities is simply a proxy for population density, we show that our estimates are unaffected when we interact historical estimates of population effects interacted with decade fixed effects instead of socioeconomic macroregion fixed effects, our results are unchanged. 35 Bai and Jia (2016) build on the work of Alesina and La Ferrara (2005) to calculate a measure of ethno-linguistic fragmentation at the prefectural level. This measure is based on modern data on dialects but Bai and Jia (2016) use it for historical analysis on the assumption that it is a good proxy for linguistic fractionalized in the Qing period. density with decade fixed effects in 1580 (column 5). Third, we include interactions between a range of controls for economic conditions and decade fixed effects; these controls include agricultural suitability (column 6), distance to either the Grand Canal or the Yangtze (column 7), distance to the coast (column 8), and controls for Guangdong, the only part of China where foreign merchants were allowed to trade after 1750 (column 9).
Natural Disasters, Conflict and Human Capital Another possible concern is the role of natural distances and conflict. Research on early modern Europe and sub-Saharan Africa suggests that economic shocks increase the probability of persecutions (e.g. Oster, 2004; Miguel, 2005; Anderson, Johnson, and Koyama, 2017) . There is also evidence that conflict can affect social capital. 36 These factors were unlikely to be important in our setting. As noted in Section 2, the persecutions we study were used to preemptively deter potential opposition. The model we develop in Appendix B makes it clear that we should expect persecutions to be uncorrelated with local shocks. Nonetheless, at the margin, adverse economic shocks could be be associated with greater conflict at a local level leading to a greater probability of an inquisition case arising. In the event that natural disasters did increase the probability of persecution, then this would lead us to underestimate the effect of persecutions on social capital, as historians have suggested that if natural disasters tended to increase the demand for charities as 'the need for aid was thus defined by the emergency" (Smith, 1987, p. 310) . Table A .22 demonstrates that inquisitions were not a response to local conflicts or natural disasters (panel a) and that conflicts and unrest did not follow in response to episodes of political repression (panel b). We also show that our results are robust to controlling for local shocks such as the intensity of natural disasters and the number of conflicts (Table A. 
15).
Given the importance of upper-tail human capital highlighted by recent research such as Squicciarini and Voigtländer (2015) and Chen, Kai-sing Kung, and Ma (2016) , we control for differences in the quantity of upper tail human capital by including the number of examination candidates (jinshi) per decade (column 4). 37 This measure enables us to control for the pool of individuals who were in a position to organize charities.
Spatial Correlation It is also natural to consider whether the negative influence of persecutions on social activity spread across prefectures. To address concerns that fear of persecutions could be spatially correlated, we conduct several tests. First, we employ Conley standard errors to correct for possible spatial autocorrelation in the error term (Table A .11). The spatially adjusted standard errors we obtain are slightly smaller than those we obtain when we cluster at the prefectural level so our estimates gain precision. Second, we explicitly allow for spillover lags to affect neighboring prefectures (Table A .12). Our estimates are unaffected and we find no evidence of a spillover effect. 36 Recent research suggests that exposure to civil war tends to increase measured social capital as it leads to greater social cohesion (see Gneezy and Fessler, 2011; Voors et al., 2012; Gilligan, Pasquale, and Samii, 2014) .
37 While this measure is primarily a measure of human capital (Chen, Kai-sing Kung, and Ma, 2016) , it also serves as a proxy for how politically connected a prefecture was during the Qing period. In another ongoing paper (Koyama and Xue, 2015) , we investigate the impact of persecutions on human capital accumulation.
Additional Robustness Checks In the Appendix, we address several remaining endogeneity concerns. Specifically, our results are unchanged when we: (a) use different samples periods and vary the starting date and ending date of our analysis (Table A .13, columns 1-4); (b) drop prefectures which had no charities by 1750 (Table A .13, column 5); (c) drop prefectures which had had charities by 1830 (Table  A .13, column 6); drop prefectures which had no Ming jinshi (column 7); (d) omit prefectures which are reported as having a large number of immigrants (Table A .13, column 8); and (e) use 50-year time periods (Table A. 19) . 38 Finally, we explore where political repression had heterogeneous effects. Splitting the sample into prefectures that had more or less than the mean number of Ming examination candidates (jinshi), we find not evidence of differential effects (Table A .21, columns 1-6). However, we find some evidence that the effect of inquisitions on the number of local charities was stronger in prefectures that had a higher quota for the examination system (Table A .21, columns 7-12).
E No Evidence of Differential Treatment by the State After an Inquisition
It is possible that political repression affected other institutions of intellectual life. However, as we have noted, private academies were suppressed at the beginning of Qing rule prior to the onset of literary inquisitions. The only remaining institutions to consider were government sponsored academies. While private academies were suppressed, the Qing recognized government sponsored academies as "indispensable to provide classical education for a burgeoning pool of aspiring officials" (Elman, 2002, p. 400) . A decline in the number of government sponsored academies following an inquisition case could suggest that political repression was accompanied by reduced spending or less favorable treatment in general. Table A .10 confirms that there is no evidence that the government reduced spending on the number of government-sponsored academies after a persecution case. 39 The negative effect of persecutions on the number of local charities cannot be attributed to less government funding or to a less favorable fiscal environment.
Similarly, there is no evidence that preferences affected by literary inquisitions were treated differently by the state following natural disasters. In Table A .20, we find a positive (though statistically insignificant) relationship between natural disasters and charitable organization, suggesting that the provision of charities indeed increased in response to shocks such as natural disasters. While this helps to verify our measure of natural disasters, controlling for natural disasters does not affect the magnitude or precision of our estimates of the impact of persecutions on the number of local charities. We find no effect of disaster relief or tax relief on the number of charities. In all specifications we include decade and prefecture fixed effects, and interact our baseline controls with decade fixed effects. Columns 1 to 4 control for the interaction between decade fixed effects and the initial number of charitable organizations, Buddhist temples, the number of funding agencies to support examination candidates, and ethnolinguistic fragmentation. Columns 5 to 8, control for interaction between decade fixed effects and agricultural suitability, urbanization during the Ming Dynasty (exact year to be found out, whether a prefecture is located on the Yangtze River or the Grand Canal, whether a prefecture is located with the 50km of the coast.
F Dynamic Effects: The Long-Run Impact of Persecutions on local charities
As we rely on variation in the timing of literary inquisitions, we can estimate the dynamic effects of persecutions on the number of local charities over time. Using a fully flexible model, we obtain results that coincide in sign and significance level with the original results. Figure A. 3 plots the coefficients from this regression confirming that persecutions had a long-lasting impact on social capital, reducing number of local charities in a prefectures in each decade following an inquisition.
Recent research suggests that a history of high levels of social capital can have important implications for developmental outcomes today (e.g. Guiso, Sapienza, and Zingales, 2016) . At the same time, while social capital is long-lasting and robust to small shocks, it is also vulnerable to large negative Table 7 : This table reports the effect of a literary inquisition on the number of charitable organizations controlling for local economic conditions. In all specifications we interact our baseline controls with decade fixed effects. Column 1 controls for an interaction term between agricultural suitability and decade fixed effects. Column 2 controls for the interaction between decade fixed effects and total urban population in 1393 (the only date for which urbanization data exists. Column 3 includes an interaction term for whether a prefecture is located on the Yangtze Delta or the Grand Canal. Column 4 includes an interaction term with distance to the coast. Column 5 includes an interaction term for whether a prefecture is in Guangdong. In all specifications robust standard errors are clustered at the prefectural level and are reported in parentheses. * p < 0.10, * * p < 0.05, * * * p < 0.01
shocks. Scholars have shown that one of the most pernicious effects of the slave trade in Africa was to undermine local social capital (Nunn and Wantchekon, 2011) . In this respect, social capital is different to physical capital, which tends to rebound in the aftermath of shocks such as the Allied bombing of Germany (e.g. Waldinger, 2016) .
Examining the dynamic effect of persecutions on the number of notable figures in Table A .9, we find that the effect of an inquisition was strong and negative in the first four decades after an inquisition took place before gradually weakening. One explanation for this is that over time writers were indeed able to learn how to avoid arousing suspicion or causing offense to the imperial authorities by avoiding certain subjects (Wang, 2002, p. 627) . There was a rise of "inoffensive" literary subjects during the Qing period as, to reduce the risk of persecution, intellectuals "immersed themselves in the non-subversive "sound learning" and engaged in textual criticism, bibliography, epigraphy, and other innocuous purely scholarly pursuits" (Wiens, 1969, p. 16) .
In contrast, the negative effect on social capital was permanent. Fear of persecution helped to cultivate individuals who were more reluctant to do anything that could attract notice or attention. In examining these dynamic effects, it is important to note that nothing changed in this period concerning the formal institutional environment; it remained easy and low cost to establish local charities (Smith, 1987) . The decline in the number of charitable organization instead reflects a self-perpetuating culture of apathy and disengagement.
Thus while the period after 1840 saw the flourishing of local charities in part due to Western influence, this growth was highly variable. In some regions the rise of local charities stagnated in comparison to other regions. Our results suggest that a legacy of state persecutions can explain part of this variation.
These findings can be interpreted as measuring a decline in the willingness of individuals to cooperate other and to invest effort and resources helping their neighbors. They may also reflect a decrease in trust as individuals withdrew from society because they distrusted their neighbors and peers who were often proximate causes of investigation in an era of literary inquisitions. While we cannot disentangle these two effects in our historical panel, in Section IV we provide evidence for trust channel.
IV The Effects of Political Repression on Social Capital Today
Having established that the persecutions of the Qing period had an immediate and lasting impact on social capital, we now examine the effects of autocratic rule in the even longer run and in a different political and institutional setting. To do this we study outcomes from the 20th century, after the fall of the Qing dynasty. We first document the effects of literary inquisitions on trust. Then we go on show that the impact of persecutions was visible in the provision of local public goods during periods of political decentralization.
A Political Repression and Erosion of Trust
Literary inquisitions involved a policy of intrusive state surveillance. Persecutions generated "a hydra of suspicion and denunciations" (Brook, 2005, p. 178) . Individuals were expected to denounce suspects in inquisition cases and they could be punished themselves for failing to denounce. Thus persecutions had the potential to produce an atmosphere of mutual suspicion and distrust. We observe in our historical panel a persistent decline in charity provision after an inquisition. The qualitative evidence strongly suggests that this reflects the impact of persecutions in eroding trust and producing a climate of non-participation.
Moreover, these effects could have been cumulative. To the extent that charities and other forms of social participation helped to build trust and a community spirit, the negative impact of persecutions on local associations could itself have had a further negative impact on trust. These developments are necessarily difficult to track given our period of study. We can however provide direct evidence of the net impact of persecutions on trust by considering modern survey data. This strongly supports the claim that persecutions left a legacy of mistrust.
We first use the Chinese General Social Survey (CGSS) to demonstrate some intriguing correlations between literary inquisitions and modern levels of trust. Generalized trust is a widely used measure of social capital. It is closely related to our measure of charitable organization as collaboration on projects where the returns to an individual's inputs may be ambiguous and difficult to measure requires trust.
Inline with the negative impact we found with respect to social capital, we find that the persecutions reduced generalized trust (Table 8) . This parallels findings from Eastern Europe, where exposure to Communist rule has left of a legacy of non-participation, distrust in political institutions, and cynicism towards political parities, resulting in what scholars term an "impoverished public sphere". 40 The impact of persecutions on generalized trust remains the same when we control for individuals factors such as age, gender, and education which may affect trust (column 2). In column 3 we control for modern societal level factors that the literature has shown to correlate with trust (Alesina and Ferrara, 2002; Butler, Giuliano, and Guiso, 2014) . When we do this our estimate becomes slightly larger and more precisely estimated.
Literary inquisitions are negatively associated with generalized trust. Next we consider their relationship with an important form of particularized trust, trust within the family. This is important as literary inquisitions encouraged individuals to denounce their peers or superiors to the authorities, but unlike modern totalitarian states, individuals were not expected to denounce family members (who were, in any case, punished collectively with the perpetrator). The Confucian ideology of Qing China meant that cases involving family members were not investigated as thoroughly, as families were as seen as the foundation of social stability. As family members were not obligated to denounce one another in the same way that they were expected to denounce non-family members, we do not expect to find an impact of persecutions on trust of family members or relatives (see Rowe, 2002) . 41 Columns 4-6 of Table 8 , confirm this: there is no effect of literary inquisitions on trust within families. This provides further reassurance that we are identifying the impact of political repression on trust.
B Political Repression and Local Public Goods
If persecutions reduced trust and this effect has persisted into the twenty-first century, this should be evident in outcomes for earlier years. To address this, we now consider evidence from the provision of public goods in early twentieth century China. In absence of provision by a strong central government, local public goods rely on the levels of social capital and trust within a community (Ostrom, 2000) . This was the case in late Qing China when state capacity was low and the state did not actively govern below the level of the county (Feuerwerker, 1980; Kuhn, 2002; Sng, 2014; Sng and Moriguchi, 2014; Vries, 2015) . Education, irrigation, and the provision of other public goods were not provided by the state but were the responsibility of private individuals. In particular, local gentry played a key role in the provision of basic education. 42 Provision of local public goods, such as primary schools in the absence of state education provides 40 See Bernhard (1996) and Mishler and Rose (1997), and Howard (2003) . In particular, post-Communist societies are characterized by lower membership in civic organizations (Howard, 2003) . Bernhard and Karakoç (2007) discuss the extent to which this is a general phenomenon characteristic of post-totalitarian societies. For a survey and empirical evaluation see Pop-Eleches and Tucker (2011) . 41 There were nonetheless cases where family members did report on one another but this was unusual. 42 The same individuals who were responsible for the organizing the provision of local charities in the Qing period also played a vital role in the provision of basic education. Basic education was the responsibility of either families or locally provided schools run on a voluntary basis by local gentry. Teaching was an "honorable profession for the gentry" and many "took the attitude that when they were accepted by the government, they should step into officialdom, and that if they were not in government service, they should be engaged in teaching" (Chang, 1962) . This table shows the effects of a literary inquisition on modern levels of trust. Columns (1)-(3) examines the impact of persecutions on generalized trust. Columns (4)- (6) show that there is no impact on trust within the family. The dependent variable is a variable with scale 1-5. Individual controls include fixed effects for gender, age, and level of education. Contemporary controls include log per capita income and the proportion of the population belong to ethnic minorities, the percentage urban and the percentage enrolled in primary education. In all specifications robust standard errors are clustered at the prefectural level and are reported in parentheses. * p < 0.10, * * p < 0.05, * * * p < 0.01.
a proxy for local levels of social capital. Thus the negative impact of political persecutions should be evident in data on basic education for the late Qing period. Specifically, if persecutions had a negative effect on social capital, this should be pronounced in local public goods provision under political decentralization but less evident when political institutions were more centralized.
To explore the impact of persecutions on the provision of basic education, we estimate literacy rates for individuals born between the late Qing period and the Cultural Revolution using data from the Integrated Public Use Microdata Series census (IPUMS). This source provides individual level literacy data for China in 1982-the earliest national census for which cohort-specific literacy data are available. To obtain covariates, we match individual-level observations from IPUMS data with prefecture-level data from the Historical China County Population Census (HCCPC) from 1982 and prefecture-level information gleaned from historical GIS data. 43 We examine literacy rates at the individual level by cohort in order to infer the level of basic education. Thus by looking at individuals who were at least 70 in 1982 (i.e. born before 1912) we can obtain information about the provision of education in the late Qing/early Republican period whereas later cohorts reveal information about the provision of education under either late Republican or Communist institutions.
We take into account several sources of potential bias: (1) there may be differences in survival rates between literate and illiterate individuals; (2) individual may have become literate later in life. To address (1), we explicitly control for the age structure of a prefecture in our analysis. Furthermore, because differential survival probability is likely greater for the older cohort, we look across all cohorts and find that our results are not driven by the oldest cohorts but hold for all individuals educated under decentralized educational institutions. (2) is highly unlikely for the generations that we mostly focus on, as they were in their 40s and 50s by 1949, and hence not affected by the anti-illiteracy campaigns of the 1950s, and they would have been extremely unlikely to have opportunities to acquire literary earlier (see Peterson, 1994) .
We examine the effect of literary inquisitions on basic education at the end of the Qing dynasty by estimating:
The dependent variable is a dummy variable that is equal to one if an individual was literate when surveyed in 1982. Throughout, we restrict our attention to Han Chinese only, and to China proper. We control for prefecture-level variables X p that might either directly affect literary or are known to be correlates of social capital in the literature. Following Guiso, Sapienza, and Zingales (2016) we control for a host of geographic and economic controls for historical development in our baseline controls. These include economic factors such as whether a prefecture is on the coast, has a historical courier route, its agricultural suitability, per capita taxation in 1820, log population density in 1820, geodesic distance to Beijing, and whether prefectures were identified in 1820 as important centers of transport and communication (Chong), and business (Fan), or were difficult to tax and affected by high crime (Pi). We also control for the examination quota as a proxy for the number of teachers in a prefecture. As human capital is a determinant of social capital and pro-social values (e.g. Glaeser, 2001) , we control for the total number of examination candidates (jinshi) in all specifications. 44 The vector X i contains individual level characteristics that are known to be correlated with literacy, such as gender, household size, and marital status. In some specifications, we also employ a vector of modern controls. In addition to these baseline controls, we also control for the proportion of the population who were Manchu. 45 Socioeconomic macroregion fixed effects (Ψ m ) and province fixed effects (Γ prov ) capture broader economic differences across regions. We employ a linear probability model. Table 9 reports our estimates of the effects of a literary inquisition on illiteracy in the early 20th century. Our preferred estimates indicate that in an prefecture with a legacy of Qing-era repression,the probability of individuals aged over 70 being literate decreases by 4 percentage points (column 4). The magnitude of this effect is relatively large: on average only 12% of individual aged 70 or above in 1982 were literate. In contrast, we do not find a negative effect of literary inquisitions on the number of 70 year olds with middle or high school education (Table A .24) . This is consistent with the fact that these schools were centrally funded and not dependent on local social capital. The students able to This table shows the effects of a literary inquisition at a prefectural level on the literacy of individuals older than 70 years old in 1982 using OLS. All specifications include province fixed effects and socioeconomic macroregion fixed effects. Historical controls include agricultural suitability, elevation, distance to the coast, distance to a historical courier route, whether a prefecture contained a treaty port, the examination quota, per capita taxation in 1820, log population density in 1820, and whether a prefecture was categorized as being a center of transportation (Chong), business (Fan), or difficult to tax (Pi). Individual level controls include gender, marital status, and the number of couples in the household. Column (1) includes our historical controls. Column (2) focuses only on individuals aged 80 or greater in 1982. Column (3) controls for population density in 1820 and includes individual level controls. Column (4) is our preferred specification and controls for log population,, population structure and for the percentage Manchu. Robust standard errors, clustered at the prefecture level, are reported in parentheses. There are 72 clusters. * p < 0.10, * * p < 0.05, * * * p < 0.01.
attend middle or high school were also likely to be richer and hence less reliant on the basic education provided by local schools. The effect of a literary inquisition on 70 year olds in 1982 was concentrated on the least educated.
C Political and Demographic Shocks
Although, in all specifications we control for preexisting levels of education, there may be remaining concern that the preexisting stock of education could be correlated with both the probability of persecution and the likelihood of fleeing the Communists in 1949 and therefore dropping out of our sample. To ensure that this potential source of bias is not present, we collect new data to provide an estimate of the percentage of the population who migrated to Taiwan in 1949 (the main destination of migrants fleeing the Communists). 46 This data is from the Taiwan Family Genealogy Catalogue Database-a database that aggregates information from a range of sources, the most important of which is the Taiwan special collection maintained by the Genealogical Society of Utah (GSU). 47 Table A .27 shows that our baseline results on literacy are not affected by any of our measures of selective migration. Literary inquisitions continued to have a strong effect on literacy among individuals born at the beginning of the 20th century when we control for selective migration. Political persecutions undermined the provision of basic education in the Qing period and this had a long-run impact that is detectable among individuals older than 70 in the 1982 census.
Another natural concern is that the violence that took place during the Cultural Revolution might be affecting our estimates of the impact of literary inquisitions on the literacy rates of individuals aged over 70 in 1982. Using data on the number of victims from Walder (2014) in Table A .28, we show that our results are not confounded by the large-scale persecutions that took place during the Cultural Revolution. 48 The coefficient on the number of deaths is negative and significant, implying that literate individuals were more likely to be targeted and killed during the Cultural Revolution, but it does not affect the magnitude or precision of our estimates of the impact of Qing-era repression.
D Instrumental Variable Strategies
While for our historical panel analysis we are able to exploit variation in the timing of an inquisition for identification, this is not available when conducting our analysis of the effects of persecutions on the provision of local public goods. As omitted variable bias is more of a concern in this setting, we now consider two instrumental variable strategies.
The aim of the literary inquisitions was to deter and intimidate the entire population. Persecutions were highly centralized, and the incidence of persecution did not reflect local conditions as the decision to punish an individual was always made by the emperor. One source of variation in the probability to persecute, however, was the unconscious attitude of the Qing emperors to particular parts of China. Where there was a greater history of such interaction, there was less distrust and less antipathy for Qing rule. In Shandong, for example, Chinese displayed different attitudes towards the Manchus due to cultural and economic interactions in the period before the Qing conquest (Wakeman, 1985a) . Where there was much less history of shared interactions, however, the Qing rulers would have been more fearful of potential opposition from Han Chinese.
Motivated by this reasoning, we employ a proxy for the probability that Han Chinese and Manchus would have interacted with one another prior to the establishment of the Qing state. Specifically, we use distance to the Manchu capital in the years immediately prior to the Manchu invasion of China-Shenyang (Mukden)-as an instrument. Shenyang was one of the ancestral homelands of the Jurchen. 49 On the formation of the Manchu state, Shenyang became their capital until they invaded China in 1644. Thereafter, it was not an important economic or political center for China as a whole. On conquering China, the Manchu's adopted Beijing as their capital. Shenyang remained of cultural significance to the Manchu rulers of China. The Qianlong emperor even commissioned an "Ode to Mukden". Distance to Shenyang provides a source of exogenous variation in the underlying affinity between the Qing rulers and the Han population prior to the Qing conquest of China.
Distance to Shenyang is a relevant instrument because regions closer to Shenyang were more likely to have experienced a history of cultural contact between Manchus and Han Chinese. To satisfy the exclusion restriction, an instrument cannot affect social capital through any channel other than the probability of persecution. It is highly unlikely that social capital would be correlated with the old capital of the Manchus, as Shenyang was not an important economic or political center during the Qing period. In all specifications we control for distance to Beijing, the capital of China throughout this period. The resulting variation we identify reflects underlying tacit differences in the likelihood of a persecution taking place.
As a second IV we employ distance to Qing army bases. The presence of Manchu troops was a substitute for other means of political control such as the use of literary inquisitions. We therefore use distance to an army base as a source of exogenous variation in the likelihood of a persecution. Table 10 reports our results using both IV strategies. First stage estimates are reported in Panel B. In Columns (1) and (2), we report results using distance to Shenyang as an IV. In Columns (3) and (4), we employ distance to Qing army bases. In panel A, we present our second stage results. Across specifications we find a strong negative effect of persecutions on literacy. The magnitude of these coefficients are comparable, and somewhat larger in magnitude, than in our OLS analysis.
E The Effect of Inquisitions on Basic Education By Sample
Another approach to ensure that we are identifying the effects of persecutions on social capital and trust, is to examine the full sample of individuals in the 1982 census. This allows us to distinguish between rural and urban individuals and to exploit temporal variation in the degree to which educational institutions were centralized.
The effect of inquisitions on literary should only be visible during those periods when educational institutions were decentralized. Rural China was significantly less affected by the centralizing policies of both Republican and Communist governments. Therefore we expect to find strong effects among rural individuals. Inline with this prediction, the negative effects of literary inquisition are driven by the rural sample (Table A. 25) . This is also consistent with the fact that it was in rural areas that basic education was most reliant on the voluntary provision of local educated individuals. It also likely reflects the fact that cultural values are more likely to persist in a rural setting. Voigtländer and Voth (2012) , for example, find that the transmission of medieval antisemitism was attenuated in larger cities.
We provide further evidence that the effect of persecutions was greatest when institutions were decentralized by looking across different cohorts and exploiting variation in the degree of institutional centralization over time. Under periods of centralization, local levels of basic education should no longer reflect local levels of social capital. Following the disruption that accompanied the demise of the Qing empire in 1912, the Republican period saw a brief, but intense, period of state building and investment in public goods (see Gao, 2015) . In 1933 it became mandatory for local communities to provide primary This Table reports our IV estimates for the effects of a persecution on literacy. All specifications contain provence fixed effects. Columns 1 and 2 report results using distance to Shenyang as an instrument. Columns 3 and 4 use distance to Qing army bases as an instrument. Historical and individual controls are the same as in Table 9 . Additional controls include number of Ming academies, number of Ming martyrs, Log Jinshi Density, and proportion of the population who are Manchu. Robust standard errors clustered at the prefecture level are reported in parentheses. * p < 0.10, * * p < 0.05, * * * p < 0.01 school education. Between 1929 and 1936, primary school enrollment increased from 17% to 43%. This process of centralization continued during the Communist period and the 1950s saw centrally-directed anti-illiteracy campaigns (Peterson, 1994) . The Cultural Revolution, however, was accompanied by the disruption of centralized education institutions and a flurry of local educational initiatives. Overall educational investment continued to rise, but in many parts of the country state administration and educational institutions were thrown into disarray. Table A .26 exploits this variation over time in the extent to which basic education was centrally administered. We show that the baseline estimate of the effects of persecutions on literacy is attenuated for generations born after 1927 and before 1959, but discernible for cohorts born after 1959 who were educated during the Cultural Revolution.
In sum, our analysis indicates that Qing-era political repression is associated with worse provision of basic education. This finding is supported by several IV strategies, and robust to controlling for subsequent shocks such as the Communist takeover and the Cultural Revolution. The fact that the negative effects of literary inquisitions is strongest for the rural sample and disappears for generations This table shows the effects of a literary inquisition on modern political and social participation. All specifications include socioeconomic macroregion fixed effects. Columns 1-2 examines the impact of literary inquisitions on political apathy. People are more likely to think that people like themselves cannot have an impact on government. Columns 3-4 studies the impact of inquisitions on whether individuals are willing to volunteer to work on village committees. Column 5-6 examine the impact of inquisitions on whether individuals actively participate and make suggestions in meetings. The dependent variable is scaled between 1-5. In all specifications we include individual controls and control for proportion of individuals who identify as ethnic Manchus. Contemporary controls include log per capita income and the proportion of the population belong to ethnic minorities, the percentage urban and the percentage enrolled in primary education. In all specifications standard errors are clustered at the prefectural level and are reported in parentheses. * p < 0.10, * * p < 0.05, * * * p < 0.01. educated under more centralized political institution, suggests that the effect of inquisitions operated via the channel of social capital.
V Persecutions, Modern Political Attitudes and Authoritarian Resilience
Our historical panel combined with modern survey data and evidence from public goods provision in the twentieth century, provides strong evidence that political persecutions reduced social capital in both the short and the long-run. Now we turn to consider a question that is inherently more speculative and harder to test: did the Qing literary inquisitions produce a culture of political apathy and non-participation?
During the Qing period itself, persecutions and systematic repression "led to the formation of a social environment characterized by mutual deception" (Wang, 2002, p. 647) . The threat of persecution encouraged the belief that political participation and social activism was dangerous. These cultural beliefs could have been perpetuated via intergenerational transmission (as in Bisin and Verdier, 2001) . To explore this possibility, we examine how persecutions affected attitudes to political participation using modern survey data.
In Table 11 we investigate the impact of persecutions on political and social participation using data from the Chinese General Social Survey (CGSS). Individuals in prefectures with a literary inquisition display greater political apathy and are less likely to think that people like themselves can have an impact on government (columns 1-2). They are less likely to volunteer for village committees (responsible for managing local affairs) (columns 3-4). Finally, they are also less likely to actively participate in village meetings (columns 4-6).
These findings have implications for China's current political trajectory. One school of thought anticipates China undergoing a democratic transition as it develops (e.g. Acemoglu and Robinson, 2012) . Indeed China has partially democratized its institutions at the local level as studied by Martinez-Bravo et al. (2014) and Padro-i-Miquel et al. (2015) who show that local elections work better in areas with higher levels of social capital. Others point to China as an example of "authoritarian resilience" (e.g. Nathan, 2003) . It is in relationship to this line of argument that our focus on social capital becomes especially salient. North, Wallis, and Weingast (2009) , for instance, emphasize the importance of organizations and civic capital in the transition to open-access societies. Our argument makes a novel contribution to this debate as we provide evidence that the suppression of social capital in the Qing period may contribute to this authoritarian resilience.
Writers from Orwell (1948) and Arendt (1951) onwards have worried that autocracies would, by destroying civil society and demoralizing individuals, produce a population incapable of self-governance and suited for autocratic rule. Alternatively, autocratic rule may produces individuals who are in fact supportive of autocracy, and have little interest in democratic institutions. Individuals inured to autocratic rule may be used to being directed by the state and hence not believe local elections or democracy to be worthwhile (Fuchs-Schündeln and Schündeln, 2015) .
We turn to a different dataset-the Chinese Political Compass (CPoC)-to distinguish between these possible consequences of autocratic rule. The findings from the CPoC provide evidence that literary inquisitions produce political apathy, but they do not suggest that is has produced individuals who are more supportive of autocratic rule today. Table 11 considers three different questions in the CPoC that elicit individual's views over alternative political institutions. We find that individuals in prefectures with a history of a literary inquisition are in fact less likely to agree with the statement: ""Western-style multi-party systems are not suitable for China" " (columns 1-3). They are also less likely to agree that: "Free speech is "western" and inherent dangerous" (columns 4-6). This suggests that in areas affected by literary inquisitions individuals are, if anything, more favorably inclined, towards liberal democracy. Similarly, individuals in affected prefectures are more likely to disagree with the statement that: "Modern China needs to be guided by wisdom of Confucius/Confucian thinking" (columns 7-9). They are more hostile to a traditional culture that has long complemented authoritarian rule. 50 In other respects, that is, on questions relating to social issues and economic policy, there is no discernible difference between prefectures from which individuals were persecuted and prefectures where individuals were not persecuted.
Contrary to the fears of mid-20th century authors like Orwell (1948) and Arendt (1951) , the 
(2)
(3) intensification of autocratic rule in imperial China did not produce individuals who are moe supportive of autocracy today. This suggests that the explanation for China's autocratic resilience is not the ability of the state to shape preferences in favor of autocracy, but lies in the ways in which autocratic rule generate a culture of apathy that deters active political engagement. The findings of Table 11 and 12 suggest that prefectures which had a history of persecutions were both likely to be more supportive of alternative political institutions and more likely to have individuals who are disengaged from politics and public affairs. Taken together with Table 8 , this suggests that autocratic rule has left a negative legacy on the forms of social capital that provide the preconditions for successful democratization. These findings have implications for how we think about political reform in long-standing autocracies. On the one hand, a legacy of autocratic rule is associated with a political quietism that may make the task of building democratic capital more difficult. On the other hand, this legacy of political disengagement and apathy may also mean that autocracies are more fragile than they appear from outside because support for them is more apparent than real. Kuran (1995) showed that under autocratic regimes, individuals have an incentive to falsify their true preferences in response to the fear of persecution. This can led to an equilibrium in which individuals believe that a regime has more popular support than it does in fact enjoy. 51 While autocratic rule in China today appears to have considerable support, this may reflect political disengagement rather than genuine enthusiasm.
VI Conclusion
This paper studies the impact of political repression under autocratic rule on social capital. Using a difference-in-differences approach, we show that persecutions led to fewer notable figures and permanently reduced the number of charities in a prefecture. We interpret this as reflecting a decline in the level of social capital.
We show that this decline in social capital was long-lasting. local charities did not recover even decades after a persecution. Moreover, the negative effects on social capital survive even once China's political and economic institutions were transformed. It is, for example, evident in levels of trust today and in local public goods provision during periods when institutions were decentralized. Finally, we show that persecutions have produced a culture of apathy and disengagement. We discuss how this has contributed to a vicious cycle whereby autocratic becomes solidified in part because it generates a culture that undermines resistance to autocracy.
Social capital plays a prominent role in many explanations of political development (e.g. Fukuyama, 1995) . 52 In particular, social capital contributes to the vitality of democratic institutions (Tocqueville, 1835 (Tocqueville, /1840 (Tocqueville, (2000 ; Putnam, 1994; Padro-i-Miquel et al., 2015) . Conversely, North, Wallis, and Weingast (2009) note that autocratic states restrict the growth of civil society because they are reluctant to permit organizations that are independent of the state. We contribute to this literature in a number of respects. We provide the new quantitative evidence that political repression reduces social capital in both the short and the long-run and produced a culture of lower trust and political quietism that persists to this day.
Our analysis is consistent with the recent observation of Acemoglu and Robinson (2016, p. 39 ) that "the nature and extent of social capital in society is critically related to the behavior and policies of the state". Historians have suggested that the stability of imperial autocracy in China is attributed to the fact that "the Chinese emperors were able to inhibit the formation of autonomous social groups outside the control of the state" (Fu, 1994, p. 141) . But China has a long history of civil society organizations and of intellectual participation in society. At times in Chinese history these intellectuals came close to forming a nascent "public sphere" (Rankin, 1990; Wakeman, 1998) . However, the status of civil society organizations has always been fragile and such organizations have been frequently repressed (Simon, 2013, p. xxvii) . Scholars such as Xie (1990) and Liu (2000) ; and Liu, Wang, and Wang (2005) speculate that the style of government that developed under the Qing encouraged individuals to keep to the private sphere and not to engage in public affairs.
These results contain important implications for recent discussions of the failure of Qing China to develop. Parker observes that the Qing period saw "intellectual innovation and much "useful knowledge" as a potential threat, not a potential asset . . . China's new masters refused to allow their leading scholars either freedom of expression or freedom to exchange ideas" (Parker, 2013, p. 667) . Mokyr (2016) discusses this in context of the rise of a "Republic of Letters" and an "associational culture" in Western Europe. He noted that while there were important intellectual developments, Qing China did not produce cultural entrepreneurs in the same way that the European Enlightenment. On contrary, at the same time that Habermas (1962 Habermas ( [1989 ) and Mokyr (2016) detect the origins of a public sphere in western Europe, the Qing state suppressed public discourse. The persecutions we study played a crucial role in this suppression. In fact, our estimates provide a lower bound on the negative impact of the Qing literary inquisitions on social capital as our matching estimator does not include the most economically advanced prefectures, prefectures that were likely to be leaders in both economic and political development in the twentieth century. As these prefectures were both more likely to experience a persecution and to produce figures inclined towards liberal reforms, we may be understating the contribution of Qing-era persecutions to China's authoritarian resilience today.
Finally, while this paper is about China, the issues we address are relevant to other parts of the world including nascent autocracies such as Russia or Turkey and established democracies. Scholars such as Putnam (1994) have long been concerned with declining social capital in America (Skocpol, 2003) . Recently these worries have extended to concerns about a growing democratic deficit (see Lax and Phillips, 2012) . Our study shows how a legacy of autocratic rule can reduce social capital and thus undermine support for liberal democratic government. This suggests the need for greater vigilance against the erosion of democratic institutions.
